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Introduction
What happens when Mike goes on extended vacations to the hottest pussy spot on the planet and brings
along a camera to record the details of his journeys into the heart of darkness? This Mike In Brazil
website happens! Sexy beige Babes in their homeland, slathered in tanning oil and splooge as well!

Adult Review
If you had a chance to check out Mike's Apartment, this website is one that may feel strangely familiar to you.  One day while
talking to some of his friends Mike came up with the idea to go on a trip for a few weeks to the fine country of Brazil.  This
website chronicles all of the exploits that Mike and his cock managed to get into as they went bar to bar, beach to beach and
broad to broad all across the sunny shores of this South American sexual paradise.<br />  <br />  Mike knew that even the
great content of his sites would not have been enough for you by itself. So, he cut a deal and now he can offer you full access
to 20+ included premium websites for free! Some of these are reviewed by The Tongue as well and are listed on the right side
of this page. That means while Mike In Brazil updates once a week, at least one of the other sites on the network updates
every day and usually it's more than one per day network wide. That's 7-10 updates every week!<br />  <br />  There is no
DRM coding on the files so you can keep anything you download in your permanent collection. Each and every episode has
large format broadband enhanced files and shorter well segmented dialup friendly versions as well. They even offer
streaming versions for viewers who are afraid of getting caught with porn on their home or work computers.<br />  <br /> 
Since this website really started as a vibrant record of several two week trips that Mike took to Brazil, the older updates have
a real authentic vacation feel to them. Noww that the Reality Kings have added Mike In Brazil to their network the newer
updates are more commercial looking than some of the older ones and the result is a mixture of amateur smut and
professional porn as Brazilian as the lime-juice and sugar of a well made Mojito! <br />  <br />  This is not a �reality�
website in the TV reality series style; this is a <b>real reality</b> website that features a very horny guy and his camera as
they go on a real-life trip in search of decadence, deviance and debauchery.  Accept this site as one hell of an add-on to the
total package offered by the network and you will undoubtedly be glad you joined.<br />   <br />  The only drawback to the
membership is that the trial version renews at a much higher price than the straight monthly subscription. Read the fine print
carefully and sign up for the full month. The site updates fast enough to be worth it and you will save yourself some money
by doing so in the long run.

Porn Summary
If you have not had the chance to go to Brazil to sample some of the local talent for yourself then you ought to call your
travel agent and start planning that trip right away. In the meantime, let Mike In Brazil be your accomplished tour guide as he
shows you what your cock can expect to see when you finally get it down there to have a chance at some of the local women.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This is hardcore action with a whole different latitude!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 87
Support: 83 Unique: 85    Taste: 79        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
In The VIP (91) ,Money Talks (91) ,8th Street Latinas (88) ,MILF Next Door (87) ,40 Inch Plus (86) ,MILF Hunter (86) ,Big
Naturals (85) ,Cum Fiesta (84) ,First Time Auditions (83) ,Captain Stabbin (83) ,Mikes Apartment (82) ,Real Orgasms (81) ,
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 182
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